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Event Chain Methodology in Project Management
Michael Trumper and Lev Virine

Risk management has become a critical component of project management processes. Quantitative schedule risk analysis methods enable project managers to assess how risks and uncertainties will affect project schedules and increase the
effectiveness of their project planning. Event chain methodology is an uncertainty modeling and schedule network analysis technique that focuses on identifying and managing the events and event chains that affect projects. Event chain
methodology improves the accuracy of project planning by simplifying the modeling and analysis of risks and uncertainties in the project schedules. As a result, it helps to mitigate the negative impact of cognitive and motivational biases
related to project planning. Event chain methodology is currently used in many organizations as part of their project risk
management process.

Keywords: Project Management, Project Scheduling,
Quantitative Methods, Schedule Network Analysis.

1 Why Project Managers ignore Risks in Project
Schedules
Virtually all projects are affected by multiple risks and
uncertainties. These uncertainties are difficult to identify and
analyze which can lead to inaccurate project schedules. Due
to these inherent uncertainties, most projects do not proceed exactly as planned and, in many cases, they lead to
project delays, cost overruns, and even project failures.
Therefore, creating accurate project schedules, which reflect potential risks and uncertainties, remains one of the
main challenges in project management.
In [1][2][3] the authors reviewed technical, psychological and political explanations for inaccurate scheduling and
forecasting. They found that strategic misrepresentation
under political and organizational pressure, expressed by
project planners as well as cognitive biases, play major roles
in inaccurate forecasting. In other words, project planners
either unintentionally, due to psychological biases, or intentionally, due to organizational pressures, consistently
deliver inaccurate estimates for cost and schedule, which in
turn lead to inaccurate forecasts [4].
Among the cognitive biases related to project forecasting is the planning fallacy [5] and the optimism bias [6].
According to one explanation, project managers do not account for risks or other factors that they perceive as lying
outside of the specific scope of a project. Project managers
may also discount multiple improbable high-impact risks
because each has very small probability of occurring. It has
been proposed in [7] that limitations in human mental processes cause people to employ various simplifying strategies
to ease the burden of mentally processing information when
making judgments and decisions. During the planning stage,
project managers rely on heuristics or rules of thumb to make
their estimates. Under many circumstances, heuristics lead
to predictably faulty judgments or cognitive biases [8]. The
availability heuristic [9][10] is a rule of thumb with which
decision makers assess the probability of an event by the
22
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ease with which instances or occurrences can be brought to
mind. For example, project managers sometimes estimate
task duration based on similar tasks that have been previously completed. If they base their judgments on their most
or least successful tasks, this can cause inaccurate estimations. The anchoring heuristic refers to the human tendency
to remain close to an initial estimate. Anchoring is related
to overconfidence in estimation of probabilities – a tendency to provide overly optimistic estimates of uncertain
events. Arbitrary anchors can also affect people’s estimates
of how well they will perform certain problem solving tasks
[11].
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Risk management has become
a critical component of project management processes
Problems with estimation are also related to selective
perception - the tendency for expectations to affect perception [12]. Sometimes selective perception is referred, as "I
only see what I want to see". One of the biases related to
selective perception is the confirmation bias. This is the tendency of decision makers to actively seek out and assign
more weight to evidence that confirms their hypothesis, and
to ignore or underweight evidence that could discount their
hypothesis [13][14].
Another problem related to improving the accuracy of
project schedules is the complex relationship between different uncertainties. Events can occur in the middle of an
activity, they can be correlated with each other, one event
can cause other events, the same event may have different
impacts depending upon circumstances, and different mitigation plans can be executed under different conditions.
These complex systems of uncertainties must be identified
and visualized to improve the accuracy of project schedules.
Finally, the accuracy of project scheduling can be improved by constantly refining the original plan using actual
project performance measurement [15]. This can be achieved
through analysis of uncertainties during different phases of
the project and incorporating new knowledge into the project
schedule. In addition, a number scheduling techniques such
as resource leveling and the incorporation of mitigation
plans, and the presence of repeated activities are difficult
to model in project schedules with risks and uncertainties.
Therefore, the objective is to identify an simpler process,
which includes project performance measurement and other
analytical techniques.
Event chain methodology has been proposed as an attempt to satisfy the following objectives related to project
scheduling and forecasting by:
1. Mitigating the effects negative of motivational and
cognitive biases and improve the accuracy of estimating and
forecasting.
2. Simplifying the process of modeling risks and uncertainties in project schedules, in particular, by improving
the ability to visualize multiple events that affect project
schedules and perform reality checks.
3. Performing more accurate quantitative analysis while
accounting for such factors as the relationships between
different events and the actual moment of events.
4. Providing a flexible framework for scheduling which
includes project performance measurement, resource
leveling, execution of migration plans, correlations between
risks, repeated activities, and other types of analysis.

2 Existing Techniques as Foundations for Event
Chain Methodology
The accuracy of project scheduling with risks and un-
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certainties can be improved by applying a process or
workflow tailored to the particular project or set of projects
(portfolio) rather than using one particular analytical technique. According to the PMBOK® Guide of the Project
Management Institute [16] such processes can include methods of identification of uncertainties, qualitative and quantitative analysis, risk response planning, and risk monitoring and control. The actual processes may involve various
tools and visualization techniques.
One of the fundamental issues associated with managing project schedules lies in the identification of uncertainties. If the estimates for input uncertainties are inaccurate,
this will lead to inaccurate results regardless of the analysis
methodology. The accuracy of project planning can be significantly improved by applying advanced techniques for
identification risks and uncertainties. Extensive sets of techniques and tools which can be used by individuals as well
as in groups are available to simplify the process of uncertainty modeling [17][18].
The PMBOK® Guide recommends creating risk templates based on historical data. There are no universal, exhaustive risk templates for all industries and all types of
projects. Project management literature includes many examples of different risk lists which can be used as templates
[19]. A more advanced type of template is proposed in [20]:
risk questionnaires. They provide three choices for each risk
where the project manager can select when the risk can
manifest itself during the project: a) at anytime b) about
half the time, and c) less than half the time. One of the most
comprehensive analyses of risk sources and categories was
performed by Scheinin and Hefner [21]. Each risk in their
risk breakdown structure includes what they call a "frequency" or rank property.
PMBOK® Guide recommends a number of quantitative analysis techniques, such as Monte Carlo analysis, decision trees and sensitivity analysis. Monte Carlo analysis
is used to approximate the distribution of potential results
based on probabilistic inputs [22][23][24][25]. Each trial is
generated by randomly pulling a sample value for each input variable from its defined probability distribution. These
input sample values are then used to calculate the results.
This procedure is then repeated until the probability distri-
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or rules of thumb to make their estimates

butions are sufficiently well represented to achieve the desired level of accuracy. The main advantage of Monte Carlo
simulation is that it helps to incorporate risks and uncertainties into the process of project scheduling.
However Monte Carlo analysis has the following limitations:
1. Project managers perform certain recovery actions
when a project slips. These actions in most cases are not
taken into account by Monte Carlo. In this respect, Monte
Carlo may give overly pessimistic results [26].
2. Defining distributions is not a trivial process. Distributions are a very abstract concept that some project managers find difficult to work with. [27].
Monte Carlo simulations may be performed based on
uncertainties defined as risk drivers, or events [28][29]. Such
risk drivers may lead to increases in task duration or cost.
Each event is defined by different probability and impact,
and can be assigned to a specific task. For example, event
"problem with delivery of the component" may lead to 20%
delay of the task with probability 20%. The issue with such
approach is thatrelations between risks must be defined and
taken into account during simulation process. For example,
in many cases one risk will trigger another risk but only
based on certain conditions. These relationships can be very
difficult to define using traditional methods.
Another approach to project scheduling with uncertainties was developed by Goldratt [30], who applied the theory
of constraints to project management. The cornerstone of
the theory is resource constrained critical paths called a "critical chain". Goldratt’s approach is based on a deterministic
critical path method. To deal with uncertainties, Goldratt
suggests using project buffers and encouraging early task
completion. Although critical chain has proved to be a very
effective methodology for a wide range of projects [31][32],
it is not fully embraced by many project managers because
it requires change to established processes.
A number of quantitative risk analysis techniques have
been developed to deal with specific issues related to uncertainty management. Decisions trees [33] help to calculate
the expected value of projects as well as identify project
alternatives and to select better courses of action. Sensitivity analysis is used to determine which variables, such as
risks, have most potential impact on projects [25]. These
types of analysis usually become important components in
a project planning process that accounts for risks and uncertainties.
One of the approaches, which may help to improve accuracy of project forecasts, is the visualization of project
plans with uncertainties. Traditional visualization techniques
include bar charts or Gantt charts and various schedule network diagrams [16]. Visual modeling tools are widely used
to describe complex models in many industries. Unified
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modeling language (UML) is actively used in software design [34][35].
Among integrated processes designed to improve the
accuracy of project planning with risks and uncertainties is
the reference class forecasting technique [36]. This process includes identifying similar past and present projects,
establishing probability distributions for selected reference
classes and using them to establish the most likely outcome
of a specific project. The American Planning Association
officially endorses reference class forecasting. Analysis
based on historical data helps to make more accurate forecasts; however, they have the following major shortcomings:
1. Creating sets of references or analogue sets is not a
trivial process because it involves a relevance analysis of
previous projects and previous projects may not be relevant
to the current one.
2. Many projects, especially in the area of research and
development, do not have any relevant historical data.

3 Overview of Event Chain Methodology
Event chain methodology is a practical schedule network analysis technique as well as a method of modeling
and visualizing of uncertainties. Event chain methodology
comes from the notion that regardless of how well project
schedules are developed, some events may occur that will
alter it. Identifying and managing these events or event
chains (when one event causes another event) is the focus
of event chain methodology. The methodology focuses on
events rather than a continuous process for changing project
environments because with continuous problems within a
project it is possible to detect and fix them before they have
a significant effect upon the project.
Project scheduling and analysis using events chain methodology includes the following steps:
1. Create a project schedule model using best-case scenario estimates of duration, cost, and other parameters. In
other words, project managers should use estimates that
they are comfortable with, which in many cases will be
optimistic. Because of a number of cognitive and motivational factors outlined earlier project managers tend to create optimistic estimates.
2. Define a list of events and event chains with their
probabilities and impacts on activities, resources, lags, and
calendars. This list of events can be represented in the form
of a risk breakdown structure. These events should be identified separately (separate time, separate meeting, different
experts, different planning department) from the schedule
model to avoid situations where expectations about the
project (cost, duration, etc.) affect the event identification.
3. Perform a quantitative analysis using Monte Carlo
simulations. The results of Monte Carlo analysis are statis-
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Figure 1: Events cause Activity to move to transform from Ground States to Excited States.

tical distributions of the main project parameters (cost, duration, and finish time), as well as similar parameters associated with particular activities. Based on such statistical
distributions, it is possible to determine the chance the
project or activity will be completed on a certain date and
within a certain cost. The results of Monte Carlo analysis
can be expressed on a project schedule as percentiles of
start and finish times for activities.
4. Perform a sensitivity analysis as part of the quantitative analysis. Sensitivity analysis helps identify the crucial activities and critical events and event chains. Crucial
activities and critical events and event chains have the most
affect on the main project parameters. Reality checks may
be used to validate whether the probability of the events are
defined properly.
5. Repeat the analysis on a regular basis during the
course of a project based on actual project data and include
the actual occurrence of certain risks. The probability and
impact of risks can be reassessed based on actual project
performance measurement. It helps to provide up to date
forecasts of project duration, cost, or other parameters.

4 Foundations of Event Chain Methodology
Event chain methodology expands on the Monte Carlo
simulations of project schedules and particularly risk driver
(events) approach. Event chain methodology focuses on the
relationship between risks, conditions for risk occurrence,
and visualization of the risks events.
Some of the terminology used in event chain methodology comes from the field of quantum mechanics. In particular, quantum mechanics introduces the notions of excitation and entanglement, as well as grounded and excited
states [37][38]. The notion of event subscription and
multicasting is used in object oriented software development as one of the types of interactions between objects
[39][40].
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5 Basic Principles of Event Chain Methodology
Event chain methodology is based on six major principles. The first principle deals with single events, the second
principle focuses on multiple related events or event chains,
the third principle defines rules for visualization of the events
or event chains, the fourth and fifth principles deals with
the analysis of the schedule with event chains, and the sixth
principle defines project performance measurement techniques with events or event chains. Event chain methodology is not a completely new technique as it is based on
existing quantitative methods such Monte Carlo simulation
and Bayesian theorem.

Principle 1: Moment of Event and Excitation States
An activity in most real life processes is not a continuous and uniform procedure. Activities are affected by external events that transform them from one state to another.
The notion of state means that activity will be performed
differently as a response to the event. This process of changing the state of an activity is called excitation. In quantum
mechanics, the notion of excitation is used to describe elevation in energy level above an arbitrary baseline energy
state. In Event chain methodology, excitation indicates that
something has changed the manner in which an activity is
performed. For example, an activity may require different
resources, take a longer time, or must be performed under
different conditions. As a result, this may alter the activity’s

“

One of the fundamental
issues associated with
managing project schedules
lies in the identification
of uncertainties

”
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cost and duration.
The original or planned state of the activity is called a
ground state. Other states, associated with different events
are called excited states (Figure 1). For example, in the middle of an activity the project requirements change. As a result, a planned activity must be restarted. Similarly to quantum mechanics, if significant event affects the activities, it
will dramatically affect the property of the activity, for example cancel the activity.
Events can affect one or many activities, material or work
resources, lags, and calendars. Such event assignment is an
important property of the event. An example of an event
that can be assigned to a resource is an illness of a project
team member. This event may delay of all activities to which
this resource is assigned. Similarly resources, lags, and
calendars may have different grounded and excited states.
For example, the event "Bad weather condition" can transform a calendar from a ground state (5 working days per
weeks) to an excited state: non working days for the next 10
days.
Each state of activity in particular may subscribe to certain events. It means that an event can affect the activity
only if the activity is subscribed to this event. For example,
an assembly activity has started outdoors. The ground state
the activity is subscribed to the external event "Bad weather".
If "Bad weather" actually occurs, the assembly should move
indoors. This constitutes an excited state of the activity. This
new excited state (indoor assembling) will not be subscribed
Risk most likely occurs at
the end of the activity
(triangular distribution for
moment of risk)

Mean activity duration with the
event occurred
th
90 percentile

to the "Bad weather": if this event occurs it will not affect
the activity.
Event subscription has a number of properties. Among
them are:
 Impact of the event is the property of the state rather
than event itself. It means that impact can be different if an
activity is in a different state. For example, an activity is
subscribed to the external event "Change of requirements".
In its ground state of the activity, this event can cause a
50% delay of the activity. However, if the event has occurred, the activity is transformed to an excited state. In an
excited state if "Change of requirement" is occurs again, it
will cause only a 25% delay of the activity because management has performed certain actions when event first occurred.
 Probability of occurrence is also a property of subscription. For example, there is a 50% chance that the event
will occur. Similarly to impact, probability of occurrence
can be different for different states;
 Excited state: the state the activities are transformed
to after an event occurs;
 Moment of event: the actual moment when the event
occurs during the course of an activity. The moment of event
can be absolute (certain date and time) or relative to an
activity’s start and finish times. In most cases, the moment
when the event occurs is probabilistic and can be defined
using a statistical distribution (Figure 1). Very often, the
overall impact of the event depends on when an event ocEqual probability of the
risk occurrence during
the course of activity

Risk occurs only ay the
end of activity

Risk

Risk

5.9 days

6.3 days

7.5 days

7.9 days

9.14 days

10 days

Risk

Table 1: Moment of Risk Significantly affects Activity Duration.
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Independent events in each activity

Event chain

18.9 days

19.0 days

22.9 days

24.7 days

Mean duration
th

90 percentile (high estimate of duration)

Table 2: Event Chain leads to Higher Project Duration compared to the Series of Independent
Events with the Same Probability.

curs. For example, the moment of the event can affect total
duration of activity if it is restarted or cancelled. Below is
an example how one event (restart activity) with a probability of 50% can affect one activity (Table 1). Monte Carlo
simulation was used to perform the analysis. Original activity duration is 5 days:
Events can have negative (risks) and positive (opportunities) impacts on projects. Mitigation efforts are considered to be events, which are executed if an activity is in an
excited state. Mitigation events may attempt to transform
the activity to the ground state.
Impacts of an event affecting activities, a group of activities, or lags can be:
 Delay activity, split activity, or start activity later;
delays can be defined as fixed (fixed period of time) and
relative (in percent of activity duration); delay also can be
negative
 Restart activity
 Stop activity and restart it later if required
 End activity
 Cancel activity or cancel activity with all successors,
which is similar to end activity except activity will be marked
as canceled to future calculation of activity’s success rate
 Fixed or relative increase or reduction of the cost
 Redeploy resources associated with activity; for example a resource can be moved to another activity
 Execute events affecting another activity, group of
activities, change resource, or update a calendar. For example, this event can start another activity such as mitigation
plan, change the excited state of another activity, or update
event subscriptions for the excited state of another activity

Event 1

Event 2

Event chain

Activity 1
Activity 2

Event 3

Activity 3

Figure 2: Example of Event Chain.
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The impacts of events are characterised by some additional parameters. For example, a parameter associated with
the impact "Fixed delay of activity" is the actual duration
of the delay.
The impact of events associated with resources is similar to the impact of activity events. Resource events will
affect all activities this resource is assigned to. If a resource
is only partially involved in the activity, the probability of
event will be proportionally reduced. The impact of events
associated with a calendar changes working and non-working times.
One event can have multiple impacts at the same time.
For example, a "Bad weather" event can cause an increase
of cost and duration at the same time. Event can be local,
affecting a particular activity, group of activities, lags, resources, and calendars, or global affecting all activities in
the project.

Principle 2: Event Chains
Some events can cause other events. These series of
events form event chains, which may significantly affect
the course of the project by creating a ripple effect through
the project (Figure 2). Here is an example of an event chain
ripple effect:
1. Requirement changes cause a delay of an activity.
2. To accelerate the activity, the project manager diverts resources from another activity.
3. Diversion of resources causes deadlines to be missed
on the other activity
4. Cumulatively, this reaction leads to the failure of the
whole project.
Event chains are defined using event impacts called "Execute event affecting another activity, group of activities,
change resources or update calendar". Here is how the aforementioned example can be defined using Event chain methodology:
1. The event "Requirement change" will transform the
activity to an excited state which is subscribed to the event
"Redeploy resources".
2. Execute the event "Redeploy resources" to transfer
resources from another activity. Other activities should be
in a state subscribed to the "Redeploy resources" event. Otherwise resources will be not available.
3. As soon as the resources are redeployed, the activity
with reduced resources will move to an excited state and
the duration of the activity in this state will increase.
4. Successors of the activity with the increased dura-
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tion will start later, which can cause a missed
project deadline.
An event that causes another event is
called the sender. The sender can cause multiple events in different activities. This effect
is called multicasting. For example a broken
component may cause multiple events: a delay in assembly, additional repair activity, and
some new design activities. Events that are
caused by the sender are called receivers.
Receiver events can also act as a sender for
another event.
The actual effect of an event chain on a
project schedule can be determined as a result of quantitative analysis. The example
below illustrates the difference between event
chain and independent events (Figure 2 and
Table 2). Monte Carlo simulations were used
to perform the analysis. The project includes
three activities of 5 days each. Each activity
is affected by the event "restart activity" with a probability
of 50%.
Below are four different strategies for dealing with risks
[41] defined using event chain methodology’s event chain
principle:
Event chain: Risk transfer
Event 1
Event 2
Activity 1

Excited state

Activity 2

Figure 3: Event chain: Risk transfer

Figure 5: Example of Event Chain Diagram.

1. Risk acceptance: excited state of the activity is considered to be acceptable.
2. Risk transfer: represents an event chain; the impact
of the original event is an execution of the event in another
activity (Figure 3).
3. Risk mitigation: represents an event chain; the original event transforms an activity from a ground state to an
excited state, which is subscribed to a mitigation event; the
mitigation event that occurs in excited state will try to transform activities to a ground state or a lower excited state
(Figure 4).
4. Risk avoidance: original project plan is built in such
a way that none of the states of the activities are subscribed
to this event.

Principle 3: Event Chain Diagrams
and State Tables
Complex relationships between events
can be visualized using event chain diagrams
(Figure 5). Event chain diagrams are presented on the Gantt chart according to the
specification. This specification is a set of
rules, which can be understood by anybody
using this diagram.
1. All events are shown as arrows.
Names and/or IDs of events are shown next
Figure 4: Event Chain - Risk mitigation
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Ground state

Event 1: Architectural
changes

Event 2: Development
tools issue

Probability: 20%
Moment of event: any
time
Excited state: refactoring
Impact: delay 2 weeks

Probability: 10%
Moment of event: any
time
Excited state: refactoring
Impact: delay 1 week

Excited state: refactoring

Event 3: Minor
requirements change

Probability: 10%
Moment of event:
beginning of the state
Excited state: minor code
change
Impact: delay 2 days

Excited state: minor code
change
Table 3: Example of the State Table for Software Development Activity.

2. Events with negative impacts (threads) are represented by down arrows; events with positive impacts (opportunities) are represented by up arrows.
3. Individual events are connected by lines representing the event chain.
4. A sender event with multiple connecting lines to receivers represents multicasting.
5. Events affecting all activities (global events) are
shown outside the Gantt chart. Threats are shown at the top
of the diagram. Opportunities are shown at the bottom of
the diagram.
Often event chain diagrams can become very complex.
In these cases, some details of the diagram do not need to
be shown. Here is a list of optional rules for event chain
diagrams:
1. Horizontal positions of the event arrows on the Gantt
bar correspond with the mean moment of the event.
2. Probability of an event can be shown next to the event
arrow.
3. Size of the arrow represents relative probability of
an event. If the arrow is small, the probability of the event
is correspondingly small.
4. Excited states are represented by elevating the associated section of the bar on the Gantt chart (see Figure 1).
The height of the state’s rectangle represents the relative
impact of the event.
5. Statistical distributions for the moment of event can
be shown together with the event arrow (see Figure 1).
6. Multiple diagrams may be required to represent different event chains for the same schedule.
7. Different colors can be use to represent different
events (arrows) and connecting lines associated with different chains.
The central purpose of event chain diagrams is not to
show all possible individual events. Rather, event chain diagrams can be used to understand the relationship between
events. Therefore, it is recommended that event chain diagrams be used only for the most significant events during
the event identification and analysis stage. Event chain diagrams can be used as part of the risk identification process,
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particularly during brainstorming meetings. Members of
project teams can draw arrows between associated activities on the Gantt chart. Event chain diagrams can be used
together with other diagramming tools.
Another tool that can be used to simplify the definition
of events is a state table. Columns in the state table represent events; rows represent states of activity. Information
for each event in each state includes four properties of event
subscription: probability, moment of event, excited state,
and impact of the event. State table helps to depict an activity’s subscription to the events: if a cell is empty the state
is not subscribed to the event.
An example of state table for a software development
activity is shown on Table 3. The ground state of the activity is subscribed to two events: "architectural changes" and
"development tools issue". If either of these events occur,
they transform the activity to a new excited state called
"refactoring". "Refactoring" is subscribed to another event:
"minor requirement change". Two previous events are not
subscribed to the refactoring state and therefore cannot
reoccur while the activity is in this state.

Principle 4: Monte Carlo Schedule Risk Analysis
Once events, event chains, and event subscriptions are
defined, Monte Carlo analysis of the project schedule can
be performed to quantify the cumulative impact of the
events. Probabilities and impacts of events are used as an
input data for analysis.
In most real life projects, even if all the possible risks
are defined, there are always some uncertainties or fluctuations or noise in duration and cost. To take these fluctuations into account, distributions related to activity duration,
start time, cost, and other parameters should be defined in
addition to the list of events. These statistical distributions
must not have the same root cause as the defined events, as
this will cause a double-count of the project’s risk.
Monte Carlo simulation process for Event chain methodology has a number of specific features. Before the sampling process starts all event chains should be identified.
Particularly, all sender and receiver events should be iden-
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tified through an analysis of state tables for each activity.
Also, if events are assigned to resources, they need to be
reassigned to activities based on resource usage for each
particular activity. For example, if a manager is equally involved in two activities, a risk "Manager is not familiar with
technology" with a probability 6% will be transferred to both
activities with probability of 3% for each activity. Events
assigned to summary activities will be assigned to each activity in the group. Events assigned to lags are treated the
same way as activities.
Each trial of the Monte Carlo simulation includes the
following steps specific to Event chain methodology:
1. Moments of events are calculated based of statistical
distribution for moment of event on each state.
2. Determines if sender events have actually occurred at
this particular trial based on probability of the sender.
3. Determines if probabilities of receiver events are updated based on sender event. For example, if a sender event
unconditionally causes a receiver event, probability of a receiver event will equal 100%.
4. Determines if receiver events have actually occurred; if
a receiver event is a sender event at the same time, the process
of determining probabilities of receiver events will continue.
5. The process will repeat for all ground and excited states
for all activities and lags.
6. If an event that causes the cancellation of an activity
occurs, this activity will be identified as canceled and the activity’s duration and cost will be adjusted.
7. If an event that causes the start of another activity occurs, such as execution of mitigation plan, the project schedule
will be updated for the particular trial. Number of trials where
the particular activity is started will be counted.
8. The cumulative impact of the all events on the activity’s duration and cost will be augmented by accounting for
fluctuations of duration and cost.
The results of the analysis are similar to the results of
classic Monte Carlo simulations of project schedules. These
results include statistical distributions for duration, cost, and
success rate of the complete project and each activity or
group of activities. Success rates are calculated based on
the number of simulations where the event "Cancel activity" or "Cancel group of activities" occurred. Probabilistic
and conditional branching, calculating the chance that project
will be completed before deadline, probabilistic cashflow
and other types of analysis are performed in the same manner as with a classic Monte Carlo analysis of the project
schedules. Probability of activity existence is calculated
based on to two types of inputs: probabilistic and conditional branching and number of trials where an activity is
executed as a result of a "Start activity" event.

Principle 5: Critical Event Chains and Event Cost
Single events or event chains that have the most potential to affect the projects are the critical events or critical
event chains. By identifying critical events or critical event
chains, it is possible mitigate their negative effects. These
critical event chains can be identified through sensitivity analy30
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sis: by analyzing the correlations between the main project
parameters, such as project duration or cost, and event chains.
Critical event chains based on cost and duration may
differ. Because the same event may affect different activities and have different impact of these activities, the goal is
to measure a cumulative impact of the event on the project
schedule. Critical event chains based on duration are calculated using the following approach. For each event and
event chain on each trial the cumulative impact of event on
project duration (Dcum) is calculated based on the formula:
n

Dcum =

∑
i =1

(Di’ - Di)*ki

where n is number of activities in which this event or
event chain occurs, Di is the original duration of activity i
and Di’is the duration of activity i with this particular event
taken into an account, ki is the Spearman rank order correlation coefficient between total project duration and duration of activity i. If events are assigned to calendars, Di’ is
the duration of activity with the calendar used as a result of
the event.
Cumulative impact of event on cost (Ccum) is calculated
based on formula:
n

Ccum =

∑
i =1

(Ci’ - Ci)

where Ci is the original cost of activity and Ci’is the activity cost taking into account the this particular event.
Spearman rank order correlation coefficient is calculated based on the cumulative effect of the event on cost
and duration (Ccum and Dcum ) and total project cost and duration.
One of the useful measures of the impact of the event is
event cost or additional expected cost, which would be added
to project as a result of the event. Event cost is not a mitigation cost. Event cost can be used as decision criteria for
selection of risk mitigation strategies. Mean event cost Cevent
is normalized cumulative effect of the event on cost and
calculated according to the following formula:
n

Cevent = (Cproject’ - Cproject) * kevent /

∑
i=1

ki

where Cproject’ is the mean total project cost with risks
and uncertainties, Cproject is the mean total project cost without taking into account events, but with accounting for fluctuations defined by statistical distributions, kevent is the correlation coefficient between total project cost and cumulative impact of the event on cost on the particular activity, ki
is correlation coefficient between total cost and cumulative
impact of the event on the activity i. Event cost can be calculated based on any percentile associated with statistical
distribution of project cost.
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K

Event
Cost

41%

0.77

5,300

50%

0.50

3.440

0.20

1,380

Tast 1 Task 2 Task 3

Event 1

47%

Event 3
Event 2

10%

Figure 6: Critical Events and Event Chains.

Critical events or critical event chains can be visualized
using a sensitivity chart, as shown on Figure 6. This chart
represents events affecting cost in the schedule shown on
Figure 2. Event 1 occurs in Task 1 (probability 47%) and
Task 3 (probability 41%). Event 3 occurs in Task 3 (probability 50%) and Event 2 occurs in Task 2 (probability 10%).
All events are independent. The impact of all these events
is "restart task". All activities have the same variable cost
$6,667; therefore, the total project cost without risks and
uncertainties equals $20,000. Total project cost with risks
as a result of analysis equals $30,120. Cost of Event 1 will
be $5,300, Event 2 will be $3,440, and Event 3 will be
$1,380. Because this schedule model does not include fluctuations for the activity cost, sum of event costs equals difference between original cost and cost with risks and uncertainties ($10,120).
Critical events and events chains can be used to perform a reality check. If the probability and outcome of events
are properly defined, the most important risks, based on
subjective expert judgment, should be critical risks as a result of quantitative analysis.

Principle 6: Project Performance Measurement
with Event and Event Chains
Monitoring the progress of activities ensures that updated information is used to perform the analysis. While
this is true for all types of analysis, it is a critical principle
of event chain methodology. During the course of the
project, using actual performance data it is possible to recalculate the probability of occurrence and moment of the
events. The analysis can be repeated to generate a new
project schedule with updated costs or durations.
But what should one do if the activity is partially completed and certain events are assigned to the activity? If the
event has already occurred, will it occur again? Or vice versa,
if nothing has occurred yet, will it happen?
There are three distinct approaches to this problem:
1. Probabilities of a random event in partially completed
activity stay the same regardless of the outcome of previous events. This is mostly related to external events, which
cannot be affected by project stakeholders. It was originally
determined that "bad weather" event during a course of oneyear construction project can occur 10 times. After a half
year, bad weather has occurred 8 times. For the remaining
© Novática
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Correlation Coefficient (K)

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

half year, the event could still occur 5 times. This approach
is related to psychological effect called "gambler’s fallacy"
or belief that a successful outcome is due after a run of bad
luck [42].
2. Probabilities of events in a partially completed activity depend on the moment of the event. If the moment of
risk is earlier than the moment when actual measurement is
performed, this event will not affect the activity. For example, activity "software user interface development" takes
10 days. Event "change of requirements" can occur any time
during a course of activity and can cause a delay (a uniform distribution of the moment of event). 50% of work is
completed within 5 days. If the probabilistic moment of
event happens to be between the start of the activity and 5
days, this event will be ignored (not cause any delay). In
this case, the probability that the event will occur will be
reduced and eventually become zero, when the activity
approaches the completion.
3. Probabilities of events need to be defined by the subjective judgment of project managers or other experts at
any stage of an activity. For example, the event "change of
requirements" has occurred. It may occur again depending
on many factors, such as how well these requirements are
defined and interpreted and the particular business situation. To implement this approach excited state activities
should be explicitly subscribed or not subscribed to certain
events. For example, a new excited state after the event
"change of requirements" may not be subscribed to this
event again, and as a result this event will not affect the
activity a second time.
The chance that the project will meet a specific deadline can be monitored and presented on the chart shown on
Figure 7. The chance changes constantly as a result of various events and event chains. In most cases, this chance is
reducing over time. However, risk response efforts, such
as risk mitigations, can increase the chance of successfully
meeting a project deadline. The chance of the project meeting the deadline is constantly updated as a result of the quantitative analysis based on the original assessment of the
project uncertainties and the actual project performance
data.
In the critical chain method, the constant change in the
size of the project buffer is monitored to ensure that project
is on track. In event chain methodology, the chance of the
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Figure 7: Monitoring Chance of Project Completion on a Certain Date.

project meeting a certain deadline during different phases
of the project serves a similar purpose: it is an important
indicator of project health. Monitoring the chance of the
project meeting a certain deadline does not require a project
buffer. It is always possible to attribute particular changes
in the chance of meeting a deadline to actual and forecasted
events and event chains, and as a result, mitigate their negative impact.

6 Conclusions
Event chain methodology is designed to mitigate the
negative impact of cognitive and motivational biases related
to the estimation of project uncertainties:
 The task duration, start and finish time, cost, and other
project input parameters are influenced by motivational factors such as total project duration to much greater extent
than events and event chains. This occurs because events
cannot be easily translated into duration, finish time, etc.
Therefore, Event chain methodology can help to overcome
negative affects of selective perception, in particular the
confirmation bias and, within a certain extent, the planning
fallacy and overconfidence.
 Event chain methodology relies on the estimation of
duration based on best-case scenario estimates and does not
necessarily require low, base, and high estimations or statistical distribution and, therefore, mitigates the negative
effect of anchoring.
 The probability of events can be easily calculated
based on historical data, which can mitigate the effect of the
availability heuristic. Compound events can be easy broken
into smaller events. The probability of events can be calculated using relative frequency approach where probability
equals the number an event occurs divided by the total
number of possible outcomes. In classic Monte Carlo
simulations, the statistical distribution of input parameters
can also be obtained from the historical data; however, the
procedure is more complicated and is often not used in practice.
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Event chain methodology allows taking into an account
factors which were not analyzed by other schedule network
analysis techniques: moment of event, chains of events, delays in events, execution of mitigation plans and others.
Complex relationship between different events can be visualized using event chain diagrams and state tables, which
simplifies event and event chain identification.
Finally, Event chain methodology includes techniques
designed to incorporate new information about actual
project performance to original project schedule and therefore constantly improve accuracy of the schedule during a
course of a project. Event chain methodology offers practical solution for resource leveling, managing mitigation
plans, correlations between events and other activities.
Event chain methodology is a practical approach to
scheduling software projects that contain multiple uncertainties. A process that utilizes this methodology can be easily used in different projects, regardless of size and complexity. Scheduling using Event chain methodology is an
easy to use process, which can be can be performed using
off-the-shelf software tools. Although Event chain methodology is a relatively new approach, it is actively used in
many organizations, including large corporations and government agencies.
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